
 

St Mary’s Together 
English Work 

Red Class 
w/c 13/7/20 

Please ensure your child reads for 10 minutes each day 

Please ensure your child chooses at least one writing task to complete from this week’s project grid. 

 

Monday Mr Mc is looking at the ‘a_e’ sound again today. We are really 
grown up to be learning about this sound! 

   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-e8DCb3E3Cg 
A bonus game to try if you have time- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IajF2a32NLM 

Tuesday Speaking and Listening 
Watch and listen to the story of Five Minutes' Peace by Jill Murphy in this Cbeebies Bedtime 
Story: https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x61bgv5   
Talk about the story. What did Mrs Large want? What does ‘peace’ mean here? Did she get any? 
Talk about where you like to get some peace. Do you like to have a bubble bath, or get cosy in bed 
or somewhere else? 
The Large Family stories (there are three more) are about an elephant family. Is the Large family 
anything like your family/household? Do you have noisy, messy, or funny people? Do you try to get 
some peace sometimes? 
Imagine if you were to write a story about your family. Who would be the characters? Talk about 
ideas. You could include extended family/friends/pets/toys – anyone who is important in your lives. 
Together, draw people who could be in your story and write some labels. 
Talk about each person as you draw. What are they like? What do they do? 
Find some ways to have five minutes’ peace. You could try lying on grass and cloud watching and 
listening to birdsong, or listening to gentle music with your eyes shut or having a relaxing bubble 
bath. What does five minutes peace feel like? 

Wednesday Phonics 
Mr Mc is reviewing at the ‘ee’ sound today. 

    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oWj7ftQXW9Q 

Thursday Writing 
Share Five Minutes' Peace by Jill Murphy.  Who are the characters? Where does the 
story happen? What goes wrong? Which bits are funny? Does it remind you of things 
that can happen in your family? 
Write a funny story about your family. 
Talk about funny things that have happened or could happen. Discuss lots of ideas 
and get your child really enthused by the humour.  
Choose or create a story to write together. Talk about what happened at the 
beginning, middle and end. Draw a simple sketch for each part. 

Build some sentences verbally. You are aiming for a sentence for each part of the 
story, e.g. Mum fell asleep in the armchair. The cat hopped on her lap. It made her 
jump and she spilled her tea. 
Build one sentence at a time, saying it until you have a great sentence and then 
writing each word, sounding out the letters, together. 
Write your story or make a story book by folding pages of plain paper and writing 
and drawing your story inside. 

Friday Phonics 
Mr Mc has some mystery messages. Who are they from? 

   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NriTURy3pzg 
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Monday 
2oth  

Tricky words. 
Time to review our tricky words. Can you read them? Write them? 

Find them in your book? 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvMyssfAUx0 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R087lYrRpgY 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NOzgR1ANc4 
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